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Abstract: In this paper, we develop an analytic N-
body wave function for identical particles under quan-
tum confinement with a general two-body interaction. A
systematic approach to correlation is developed by com-
bining three theoretical methods: dimensional perturba-
tion theory, the FG method of Wilson et. al., and the
group theory of the symmetric group. Analytic results
are achieved for a completely general interaction poten-
tial. Unlike conventional perturbation methods which are
applicable only for weakly interacting systems, this ana-
lytic approach is applicable to both weakly and strongly
interacting systems. This method directly accounts for
each two-body interaction, rather than an average inter-
action so even lowest-order results include beyond-mean-
field effects. One major advantage is that N appears as a
parameter in the analytical expressions for the energy so
results for different N are easy to obtain. (c) 2006 Elsevier
Inc. All rights reserved.
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Abstract: For a two-electron atom, many D = 3 states
have the same energies as D = 5 states of lower angu-
lar momentum. Thus the energies of 3P(e), 1P(e), 3D0,
and 1D0 states for D = 3 are respectively identical to
those for 1S(e), 3S(e), 1P0, and 3P0 states at D = 5.
We exploit these interdimensional degeneracies to obtain
accurate energies for doubly excited 2pnp P(e) states of
helium at D = 3, with n = 2-6, by calculating energy
eigenvalues for the singly excited 1s(n -1)s S(e) states at
D = 5. We also illustrate how some qualitative aspects of
double-excitation spectra can be elucidated in terms of
interdimensional degeneracies.
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Abstract: We describe three simple models for elec-
tronic structure in many-electron atoms and ions. Each
model is parametrized by the spatial dimensionality D,
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which is ordinarily set to 3. All procedures are motivated
by the solution for D –¿ infinity, a classical limit which
can be solved exactly either with or without electron
correlation. Each model modifies the D –¿ infinity limit
treatment to reflect important finite-D effects, but retains
the classical character of the limit; the modifications, in
order of increasing realism, are designated post-scaling,
pre-scaling, and pre-structuring. The three models yield
pointlike electronic structures somewhat reminiscent of
pre-quantal atomic models. However, all electronic posi-
tions have components outside the D-dimensional phys-
ical subspace, a feature which significantly enhances the
ability of a localized structure to represent the true solu-
tion and to model it quantitatively. Specific calculations
reported are total and correlation energies for atoms with
Z less-than-or-equal-to 92 (computed by post-scaling and
pre-scaling), correlation corrections to ionization poten-
tials and electron affinities for Z less-than-or-equal-to 54
(post-scaling), and the asymptotic behavior of correlation
energies for Z –¿ infinity (post-scaling).
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Abstract: We examine the dependence on spatial di-
mension D of the Mayer cluster integrals that determine
the virial coefficients B(n) for a fluid of rigid hyper-
spheres. The integrals vary smoothly with D, and can be
characterized analytically in both the low-D and high-D
limits. Dimensional interpolation (DI) allows one to eval-
uate individual Mayer cluster integrals at D = 2 and D
= 3 to within about 1%. The resulting low-order virial
coefficients have an accuracy intermediate between those
of the Percus-Yevick and hypernetted chain approxima-
tions. Much higher accuracy can be achieved by combin-
ing the DI and HNC approximations, using DI to evaluate
those integrals omitted by HNC. The resulting low-order
virial coefficients are more accurate than those given by
any existing integral equation approximation. At higher
order, the accuracy of the individual cluster integrals is
insufficient to compute reliable virial coefficients from the
Mayer expansion. Reasonably accurate values can still be
computed, however, by taking partial sums of the Ree-
Hoover reformulation of the Mayer expansion. We report
hard disk virial coefficients through B-15 and hard sphere
values through B-10; the maximum errors with respect
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to known values are about 1.2 and 4.3%, respectively.
The new coefficients are in good agreement with those
obtained by expanding certain equations of state which
fail to diverge until unphysical densities (those beyond
closest packing), and so help to explain the surprising
accuracy of some of these equations. We discuss the pos-
sibility that the exact virial expansion has a radius of
convergence which corresponds to an unphysical density.
Several new equations of state with desirable analytic or
representational characteristics are also reported.
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1993.

Abstract: Simple electronic structure problems general-
ized with respect to the spatial dimensionality D have two
singular limits, D –¿ 1 and D –¿ infinity. Suitable scal-
ings render the limiting solutions finite and reveal their
complementary characters: D –¿ 1 gives point (delta func-
tion) interactions between particles, while D –¿ infinity
yields point probability distributions between those par-
ticles. A single scaling that treats both limits simultane-
ously allows one to construct approximate D = 3 solu-
tions by interpolation between the much simpler limits.
In this paper we show how to construct and utilize such a
uniform scaling. We construct the scaling, solve the lim-
its, and interpolate to D = 3 for six model problems:
Yukawa potential, hydrogen atom in a spherical cavity,
H-2+, Hartree-Fock H-2, and Hartree-Fock two-electron
atoms in weak magnetic and electric fields. The interpo-
lated D = 3 energies and properties are typically accurate
to within a few percent, except for cases where the D –¿
infinity limit gives multiple or unstable solutions. Exten-
sions and improvements are also discussed.
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Abstract: Systems that involve N identical interacting
particles under quantum confinement appear through-
out many areas of physics, including chemical, condensed
matter, and atomic physics. In this paper, we present the
methods of dimensional perturbation theory, a powerful
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set of tools that uses symmetry to yield simple results
for studying such many-body systems. We present a de-
tailed discussion of the dimensional continuation of the
N-particle Schrodinger equation, the spatial dimension D
–¿ infinity equilibrium (D-0) structure, and the normal-
mode (D-1) structure. We use the FG matrix method to
derive general, analytical expressions for the many-body
normal-mode vibrational frequencies, and we give specific
analytical results for three confined N-body quantum sys-
tems: the N-electron atom, N-electron quantum dot, and
N-atom inhomogeneous Bose-Einstein condensate with a
repulsive hard-core potential. (C) 2003 Elsevier Inc. All
rights reserved.
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Abstract: Since the birth of quantum mechanics the
ground state electronic energy of the two-electron atom
has received special attention. This is because the two-
electron system is the simplest atom to include electron-
electron interactions. These interactions are key to un-
derstanding many-electron systems. This paper adds
to the knowledge of two-electron atoms by present-
ing closed form solutions for Hamiltonian matrix ele-
ments at arbitrary spatial dimension, D. The basis func-
tions are the D-dependent hydrogenic wavefunctions:
1s(2),2p(2),3d(2),4f(2). The electron-electron repulsion
integrals are solved by the Fourier integral transform.
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